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Wellness
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Sustainable Happiness: How to Find Contentment That Will Last
Most of us have been taught to believe that
happiness is linked to our accomplishments. We
think, “I’ll be happy when I get married” or “I’ll be
more satisfied at work when I get a promotion.”
We are convinced we’ll find joy when we finally run
a marathon or buy that luxury car. The truth is that
we can create a feeling of happiness right now,
regardless of our circumstances.
True contentment is a deep-seated sense of accepting who and where you are at any given
moment. Too often, we get so entrenched in our
busy lives that we don’t even notice where we are
now. When we finally come up for air, we focus
more on where we were or where we want to be
instead of where we are now.
In other words, our focus is on the past or the future, rather than the present. Does that sound familiar? But before we
can be content with where we are, we must first be aware of our present situation. Here’s a helpful exercise to
establish a sense of place that takes less than two minutes:
Look around where you are at this very moment. Describe your space without making any judgments.
For example, instead of saying the room is cheerful or dreary (words of judgment), simply observe the texture of the
carpet or floor, the color of the room, and the positioning and style of your furniture. Perhaps the walls are beige, the
desk is facing a window, the fabric on your chair is slightly worn, and there is a photo of someone you love next to
your computer. By noticing without judging, we allow ourselves to be aware of the present moment. Contentment
comes when we are most aware of the present moment, and through the power of contentment, happiness becomes
a more viable choice.
Happiness can be sustained by making a series of those conscious choices. Here are a some tips for cultivating
contentment in your life:
1. Pause. When you find yourself unhappy with someone or something, pause. Take a deep breath and remind
yourself to accept that person as they are and to embrace their good qualities or to look on the bright side of any
situation.
2. Stop buying stuff you don’t need. When you feel the urge to buy something, think about whether it’s a
“need” or a “want.” If the item is a “want,” think about why you are not content with what you have now.

Ask yourself: Do I need this now? Wait a few days and see if the urge to buy it dissipates.
3. Show people you appreciate them. Be present. Offer kind words and actions to help build up your
emotional bank account. The more you put out in the world for others, the more you will receive in return.
4. Practice gratitude. Each day, identify at least one person, pet, or thing that enriches your life. Write your
thoughts down in a journal. When you find yourself unhappy, take a moment to review your entries and think about
all the good things in your life.
5. Learn to enjoy simple things that don’t cost money. Meaningful conversations. Walking in nature.
Reading a good book. A trip to the beach. These things are all free and can often offer more joy than more
expensive endeavors.
6. Live in the moment. Don’t postpone happiness by waiting for a day when your life is less busy or less
stressful. That day may never come. Instead, look for opportunities to savor the small pleasures of daily life.
Focus on the positives of today rather than dwelling on the past or worrying about the future.
Happiness gained through success or materialism is only temporary. Remind yourself that the grass is always
greener on the other side, and virtually every person you think has everything likely doesn’t feel the same about
themselves. Even people who seem like they have it all often don’t find contentment. Why? They are always driven
to want more and are unhappy with themselves. Now, it’s important to clarify that contentment does not preclude
ambition. It does not mean that you will not want more. Contentment is simply gratitude, appreciation, and
acceptance for the way things are right now. So take that first step toward happiness. Doing so will be a gift that
keep giving back to you for the rest of your life.

Article source: http://bit.ly/2Q7h31Z

This Week’s Exercise

This total-body strength workout is performed as a circuit, with no rest
between exercises and a 1-2 minutes rest between rounds. Beginners can do the
circuit 2 times, and intermediate to advanced exercisers can do the circuit 3-5
times depending on your fitness level.
You can do almost anything with a pumpkin that you can do with a regular
medicine ball, except for ball slams obviously. If you are having a tough time
gripping the pumpkin, grab some grippy gloves or some football gloves to help
get a better grip or wrap a few strips of athletic tape around the pumpkin.
Source: http://bit.ly/2Q6GiBo
Regular exercise can help you control your weight, reduce your risk of heart disease, and strengthen your bones
and muscles. But if it’s been awhile since you’ve exercised and you have health issues or concerns,
it’s a good idea to talk to your doctor before starting a new exercise routine.

NO BEAN TURKEY AND
SWEET POTATO CHILI

Ingredients

20 oz 93% lean ground turkey
kosher salt, to taste
1/2 cup onion, chopped
3 cloves garlic, crushed
10 oz can mild tomatoes with
green chilies
8 oz can tomato sauce
3/4 cup water
1/2 tsp cumin, or to taste
1/4 tsp chili powder
1/4 tsp paprika
1 bay leaf
1 medium sweet potato, peeled and
diced into 1/2-inch cubes
fresh cilantro, for garnish

				
			
Stove Top:

Directions

1. In a large skillet, brown turkey over medium-high heat, breaking it
up as it cooks into smaller pieces and season with salt and cumin.
2. When meat is browned and cooked through add onion and garlic;
cook 3 minutes over medium heat.
3. Add the can of Rotel tomatoes, sweet potato, tomato sauce, water,
cumin, chili powder, paprika, salt and bay leaf.
4. Cover and simmer over medium-low heat until potatoes are soft
and cooked through, about 25 minutes stirring occasionally.
5. Add 1/4 cup more water if needed. Remove bay leaf and serve.
Instant Pot:
1. Press saute, spray the pot with oil and brown the turkey breaking it
up as it cooks into smaller pieces and season with salt and cumin.
2. When meat is browned and cooked through add onion and garlic;
cook 3 minutes.
3. Add the can of Rotel tomatoes, sweet potato, tomato sauce, water,
cumin, chili powder, paprika, salt and bay leaf.
4. Cover and cook high pressure until potatoes are soft and cooked
through, about 15. Natural release.
5. Remove bay leaf and serve.

Nutrition Information
Yield: 5 servings
Serving Size: 1 cup
Amount Per Serving:
Freestyle Points: 5
Points +: 6
Calories: 235
Total Fat: 8g
Saturated Fat: 1g
Cholesterol: 81mg
Sodium: 578mg
Carbohydrates: 14g
Fiber: 2g
Sugar: 4g
Protein: 23g

Recipe source:

http://bit.ly/2Q7npOW

